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The research topic

Paper at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.diin.2014.03.013
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Source: Renew London press release
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We’ve been receiving questions from police forces...



Any traces of interesting information?

I Beacon frames (Identity, Location, Time)

I Probe requests (Identity, Location1)

1But different.
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Retention experiment

→ How common is the retention behaviour? Can we exclude
certain device classes?
Inject a fixed number of unique2 probe request frames.
Dump subject device memory.
Search dump for injected frames.
Count them.
Repeat 10 times for each configuration.

Scripts available through the link in the paper

2MAC and SSID fields will be pseudorandomly generated.
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Retention experiment: Subject devices

Mix of different buses, chipsets, drivers and OSes (Windows 7, and
three Linux flavours).
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Retention experiment: Interim observations

1. Retention behaviour is not tied to one particular mode, bus,
chipset, driver, or OS.

2. Seems to be a function of driver/firmware boundary
architecture; hard to generalize.

3. Except... for the distinction between Linux
SoftMAC/HardMAC drivers; #include mac80211.h



Decay experiment

→ So how volatile are these traces?
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Decay experiment: Interim observations

1. Broadcast traffic seems to be destructive.

2. Unrelated unicast data frames do not seem to be.

3. Odd behaviour of Windows/rt2070

4. Sidenote: HIBERFIL.SYS



Amplification

→ What about derivative traces? Traces of just the MAC or
SSID?

Only seen on Windows, for beacons, whenever the
wlanext.exe process is present.
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Usability of trace type in ”real-world” scenarios

1. Traces are common, but fragile.

2. Given a memory dump, carving for probes and beacons is
essentially device-agnostic, and almost free

3. Opportunities will be rare, but will often be identifiable.
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Retrievable through beacon frames carved from laptop physmem:

I Location approximation of safe house

I Time at which beacons were generated (if second beacon
sample is acquired at a known time)



Open questions

I What about Apple laptops?

I What about Bluetooth?

I What about wlanext.exe?


